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55.424.200000 Sorted copy of python dictionary Suppose I have a dictionary whose values are lists. I would like to make a sorted
copy of this dictionary. For example: d1 = {'a':[1,2,3], 'b':[4,5,6], 'c':[7,8,9]} to: d2 = {'a':[3,1,2], 'b':[4,6,5], 'c':[9,7,8]} I tried to
implement the solution described here, however, it only seems to work when d2 is much smaller than d1. Otherwise, it does not
work as I expected. I would like to know why this is the case. If I have a more complex dictionary, such as the following: d1 =
{'a':['A1', 'A2'], 'b':['B1','B2'], 'c':['C1','C2']} I would like to get: d2 = {'a':['A1', 'A2'], 'b':['B1','B2'], 'c':['C1','C2']} Here's the
solution that I've implemented so far: def sorted_copy(d1): d2 = {} # Make a copy of d1 for key, value in d1.items(): d2[key] =
[v for v in value] # Sort d2 by values d2 = [x for x in d2.values()] # Return d2 return d2 A: The solution works if all values in the
dict are lists. In this case it actually reuses the same list for multiple entries. The following works: # keys in the dict = keys in the
list for key in d1.keys(): d2[key] = [v for v in d1[key]] # values in the dict = values in the list for key, value in d1.items(): d2[key]
= [v for v in value] print(d2) The output is {'a': ['A1', 'A2'], 'b': ['B1', 'B2'], 'c': ['C1', 'C2']} If you have a dict containing a single
value that is also a list
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